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About This Game

Have you tried out other music learning aids before? You can review your knowledge of notes, intervals, chords and scales.
Sometimes they even have a small number of songs for you to guess the key of. That's all fine and dandy, but wouldn't you like

to get a completely original and fresh piece of music every time? Well, now you can!

With Pitch Perfect Ear Training, you get the most comprehensive music learning aid. Let's review its features:

 A Pitch, Chord, Interval, Scale and Key of a Piece Quiz;

 Proprietary custom music writing algorithm. It writes a melody in a single key and also accompaniment;

 Panning options for both channels;

 Customizable music instruments. Choose any of the 128 MIDI standard instrument samples to make your learning even
more fun;

 Quiz and Review mode: test your knowledge or go through the available pitches, intervals, chords and scales;

 You can also export the Music Piece to a MIDI file during your quiz.
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Please make sure to check the TRAILER with the VOLUME ON so you can see and hear how Pitch Perfect Ear Training really
works.
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Its a straight forward game, I just wish there was a button to replay the sound.. It's pretty plain like unflavored oatmeal because
it does not have any creative means to make the training fun and engaging like how an educational game should be. It even lacks
basic lessons covering pitch and anything else that relates to the subject. I got it in hopes to learn about some stuff I never got
taught in music classes and left not learning anything.

Don't waste your time and money on this. I suggest you watch some videos on Youtube that explains pitches and the other
subjects. There are also long videos that is just a singular pitch that you can use to train your ears with.. Easy for those who have
perfect pitch, but still very fun, since you can learn all the names of scales and chords, and play with tons of different
instruments. For the \u201cpitch guessing\u201d mode I suggest an option with multiple notes played at the same time, with the
option to choose between different instruments for each note. The \u201cscale guessing\u201d mode is fine and the \u201ckey
guessing\u201d is very fun, but the last chord\/note that is played twice at the end of each algorithm generated song makes the
task really easy since it turns it on a simple \u201ckey guessing\u201d mode. It should be removed. Overall the game is very fun
and has a lot a value for those who want to test the ears while learning the names of chords, scales and even get inspired with
some randomly generated theme you can hear (and maybe have a cool idea for a song?). We need more games like this on
Steam (games that test perception). I recommend this one, for musicians or ordinary people who just want to learn more about
how music is built.

Ps: I didn\u2019t know there was a \u201cBlues Scale\u201d, but when I first listened to it, I immediately thought: \u201cThis
is blues!\u201d \u2013 a few seconds later, there was the option to select. Really cool :)
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